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Background 

A new cycle of annual data reporting is starting in September 2019 by circulating the prefilled reporting 
templates to the Contracting Parties. There have been discussions about some unclear parts and possible 
inconsistencies in the reporting templates, and on the need to slightly revise the template before next 
reporting round.  
 
This document describes the sections in the template that might require further explanations and/or revision 
and also recalls the changes accepted by PLC-7 IG 5-2018.  
 
 
Action requested 

The Meeting is invited  

- to confirm the previously agreed changes and indicate any unclarities; 
- to discuss the parts of the reporting templates which require further specification or revision; 
- to indicate any further unclear matters in the reporting templates.  
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Previously agreed changes in the reporting templates 

Some details of the reporting templates were discussed and agreed already by PLC-7 IG 5-2018. These are 
listed below: 

- MON_RIVER_BACKGROUND sheet END_DATE column, change “LEFT EMPTY IF STILL IN USE” to 
“LEFT EMPTY IF MONITORING CONTINUES”. 

- STATION_BACKGROUND sheet IS_ACTIVE column, change 1=MONITORED otherwise 
0=UNMONITORED to “1=yes, 0=no” 

- POINT_SOURCE_BACKGROUND sheet REPORTING_END_DATE column, change the wording of 
“should be filled in only if the plant is not included in this period's reporting” to “LEFT EMPTY IF 
STILL OPERATIONAL” 

The meeting also decided that the records of the closed sites are to be deleted from the template, but to 
remain in the reporting templates for one extra year for annual reporting and until the next reporting period 
for periodic reporting. For the next round of annual reporting this means that sites closed in 2017 are to be 
deleted from the template, but sites closed in 2018 are to remain, with the indication that reporting has 
ended. Old templates are archived, and old records can be extracted from old templates if sites are 
reactivated.  

Parts in the template that might require further specification or revision  

Below are listed some challenges which the Contracting Parties have encountered in their reporting: 

The sheet UNMON_SUBCATCHMENT_BACKGROUND and column SUBCATCHMENT_TYPE instructs that: 
“Defines the type of subcatchment concerned, L = unmonitored catchment”. As the sub-catchment type 
refers to a link to a specific river catchment, this instruction could be changed to “Defines the type of 
subcatchment concerned, R=catchment is linked to a river catchment or L=Aggregated unmonitored area 
without link to a river catchment.” 

There have been some discussions on the following issues in the reporting template with Contracting Parties 
in the previous reporting cycle. Is the meaning of the following columns unclear and would better instructions 
be needed? 

- The END_DATE column of the sheets MON_RIVER_BACKGROUND, 
TRANS_SUBCATCHMENT_BACKGROUND and POINT_SOURCE_BACKGROUND 

- The IS_MONITORED column of the sheet TRANS_SUBCATCHMENT_BACKGROUND 
- The columns TOTAL_DRAINAGE_AREA and COUNTRY_DRAINAGE_AREA of the sheet 

MON_RIVER_BACKGROUND, especially for special cases like catchments that are not clipped 
according to country borders 

- The MONITORED_AREA column of the sheet STATION_BACKGROUND, also regarding what values 
are used to calculate area specific loads 

- The METHOD_ID column of the sheet TRANSB_SUBCATCHMENT_RETENTION 

 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/PLC-7%20IG%205-2018-575/MeetingDocuments/Outcome%20of%20PLC-7%20IG%205-2018.pdf
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